Abstract: High-definition (HD) maps have gained increasing attention in highly automated driving technology and show great significance for self-driving cars. An HD road network (HDRN) is one of the most important parts of an HD map. To date, there have been few studies focusing on road and road-segment extraction in the automatic generation of an HDRN. To improve the precision of an HDRN further and represent the topological relations between road segments and lanes better, in this paper, we propose an HDRN model (HDRNM) for a self-driving car. The HDRNM divides the HDRN into a road-segment network layer and a road-network layer. It includes road segments, attributes and geometric topological relations between lanes, as well as relations between road segments and lanes. We define the place in a road segment where the attribute changes as a linear event point. The road segment serves as a linear benchmark, and the linear event point from the road segment is mapped to its lanes via their relative positions to segment the lanes. Then, the HDRN is automatically generated from road centerlines collected by a mobile mapping vehicle through a multi-directional constraint principal component analysis method. Finally, an experiment proves the effectiveness of this HDRNM.
Introduction
The development of intelligent transportation and advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) has attracted significant attention in academia and industry [1] [2] [3] . High-definition (HD) maps can provide detailed map information to assist smart cars with HD positioning [4] [5] [6] , which can solve problems with sensor failures under certain circumstances, correct the shortcomings of environmental sensors and improve the sensing ability of smart cars [7] [8] [9] . Based on prior knowledge of maps and dynamic transportation information, HD maps help self-driving vehicles determine the best driving path and a reasonable driving strategy using global path planning [10] [11] [12] , effectively enhancing driving safety and reducing driving complexity [13] . Therefore, the creation of HD maps is important, and they are currently in high demand [14] .
Road-network data represent roads in the real world, and HD road-network data are an important component of HD maps. In this paper, we focus on an HD road-network model (HDRNM). To obtain an HDRNM for self-driving vehicles, road-network data must first be collected. Next, modeling must be performed based on the road-segment network and lane network, as well as on the relations between them. Finally, the HDRNM can be applied in different ways to meet different self-driving requirements.
Research on creating HD road networks has mainly used crowd-sourcing or smart cars to extract road-network data [15] [16] [17] , generate HD road segments [18, 19] and extract HD intersections [20] .
Research on how to model HD road networks has mainly been focused on the representation of HD road networks [21] , intersections [22] and road models [23, 24] . However, some researchers have worked on the automatic generation of topological relationships between lanes and road segments. Previous methods to generate topological relationships in road networks automatically have included merging intersections of different layers [25] , using point correlations [26] ,and hidden Markov model (HMM) map matching [27] . However, these studies were not based on the topological extraction of lane-level road networks, which still relies on manual work.
To solve these problems, we propose a linear, event-based HDRNM. This model simultaneously represents relationships among road segments, intersections and lanes. In addition, we used principal component analysis (PCA) under multi-directional constraints to extract road-network data automatically and establish lane-level topological relationships. Finally, we evaluated this method by comparing the results with experimental data. Figure 1 is a diagram of the proposed model. The main contributions of this paper include proposing the HDRNM, using linear event points for road segmentation, establishing topological relationships between lanes and road segments, automatically extracting lanes using PCA under multi-directional constraints and establishing a demonstrative road network through experiments. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a literature review. We introduce the HDRNM in Section 3, describe the method for automatically extracting road networks in Section 4 and describe experiments and results in Section 5. A discussion comprises Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Literature Review
HD map data usually have centimeter-level positioning accuracy [28] . Recently, the automatic generation of HD road networks has attracted additional attention from scholars. HD maps serve ADASs, as well as self-driving systems, auxiliary safety systems and road coordination systems. We used an HDRNM to represent the road network model as an application of HD maps. A HDRNM is richer than a road-segment-level network model in both data and modeling.
To model HD road networks, many researchers have studied lane extraction and modeling. Gi-Poong et al. used piecewise polynomials to simulate lanes and improve the efficiency of road-network storage [17] . Chunzhao et al. used a third-order polynomial based on an approximated clothoid spline to represent the lanes, and they used the cubic Catmull-Rom spline to represent the curved lines at the intersections [15] . Those two strategies can facilitate efficient modeling of lanes and intersections. Anning et al. used the cubic Hermite spline to model lane centerlines [24] , and they used software compatible with the GIS database to model a series of lanes and road segments. Kichun et al. used a B-spline curve to represent a lane-level road network [23] in three dimensions, ensuring the shape and accuracy of the three-dimensional road network. These studies were focused on the geometric representation of a lane model. Tao et al. defined the lanes of the HD road network with lane arcs, lane attributes, intersections and intersection attributes [21] . These descriptions facilitate the stimulation of lanes in the HD road network. However, there is still a lack of representation of road segments and the connecting relationships between lanes and road networks.
HD road networks include significant details. The U.S. Federal Highway Administration and National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration used lane details to enrich the HD road network conceptually [29] . Bétaille et al., further described the geometry of lanes and their topological relationships, which increased the accuracy of networks and enriched the content of road networks [2] . Tao et al. added a virtual lane at an intersection [22] , which addressed the challenge of limited detailed information at the intersection. However, these studies did not provide a dynamic, multi-dimensional or comprehensive representation of HD network attributes, which has certainly limited the representation of real-time self-driving.
Self-driving requires a geometrically precise road network, with detailed information about each lane. A HDRNM should meet the following conditions:
The road-network structure and the relationships between layers should be complete, enabling adaptation to applications and calculations in different situations.
2.
The geometry, topology and attribute data of each layer of the road network should be complete.
3.
The attribute data of the road-network components should support dynamic storage and updates to meet the needs of real-time self-driving.
Considering the above requirements, we propose an HDRNM that represents the road-network model at the lane level, describing detailed geometrical information of each lane and topological relationships between the lanes. The model also maintains the integrity of the structure, content and relationships at the road-network level. The road-network structure meets the self-driving requirements in both geometry and topology. For an HDRNM, it is necessary to extract both lane and topological relationships. Jia et al. used PCA to generate line segments from points after clustering them, finding road segments with fit direction and length from the original points [30] . Similarly, Lin et al. applied the PCA method for road-skeleton segmentation using global positioning system (GPS) tracking points, and they further extracted intersections from the road network based on the direction of road segments [31] .
Based on all of these efforts, we propose a new method to generate HD road networks automatically. We used PCA under multi-directional constraints to extract road segments from lane-centerline data automatically, identified intersections, established topological relationships between lanes and road segments and generated HD road-network lanes.
HDRNM for a Self-Driving Vehicle
We define the HDRNM in Equations (1)- (7), which is also compatible with the road-network model in China's existing navigation electronic maps [32] :
(1)
In addition, the road segment R and corresponding lane L should have the relationship described in Equation (7):
The meanings of the above equations are as follows: Equation (1): W represents a road network; C is a set of intersections; and R is a set of road segments.
Equation (2): 1, 2, . . . , N represents a set of road sequence indexes; r represents a set of road segments; and r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N represent the individual road segments in the set.
Equation (3): r represents the segment index; S r represents the shape points of segments; SN r represents the starting point of the roads; EN r represents the end points of the roads; Q r represents the attributes of road segments, such as road name and service level as listed in China's national standard [32] ; R L represents the link numbers of roads; and L S represents the set of sequence of lanes on a segment.
Equation (4): 1, 2, . . . , i represents a set of lane-sequence indexes; l represents lanes; and l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l i represent the lanes in a road segment.
Equation (5): l represents the lane index; S l represents the shape points of lanes; SN l represents the starting points of lanes; EN l represents the ending points of lanes; Q l represents lanes' attributes, including the length of the lane, the width of the lane, the slope of the lane and the radius of curvature of the lane, which can be expanded according to the application requirements of a self-driving vehicle; and L L represents the link numbers of roads.
Equation (6): Q represents dynamic attributes, either yes or no; t represents time; q represents a static attribute value; and Q represents the attribute value of a lane or section in Equations (3) and (4), which corresponds to an enumeration type. Equation (7): Re represents the relationship between the road segment and the lane; and M represents a set of linear event points.
We now explain the above equations in detail.
• Complete road-network structure and layer-to-layer relationship
To meet the data and scale requirements of different self-driving functions, we used vertical layers and divided the road-network model into a road-network layer and a lane-network layer. The smallest modeling unit of the road-network layer is a road segment, and the smallest modeling unit of the lane-network layer is a lane. We abstracted road segments from the geometric data of lanes in the lane layer to form the geometric dataset of the road-network layer. Figure 2 illustrates the abstraction of the road-network and lane-network layers, representing the real world.
To represent multi-layer topological data, it is necessary to represent the connection relationships between segments and those between lanes, as well as the corresponding associations between segments and lanes. Linear event points are commonly used to describe attributes of a point in a GIS. The locations of these attributes are determined by linear metric values. Attribute-changing points (such as those on narrowing lanes) are crucial for self-driving, as they directly affect path generation and driving trajectory. Therefore, we first used the linear event points to represent the positions of attribute-changing points on the road-segment layer. Figure 3 shows examples of linear event points. We defined the place in a road segment at which the attribute changes as a linear event point. The road segment served as a linear benchmark, and the linear event point from the road segment was mapped to its lanes via their relative positions to segment the lanes. Then, linear benchmark changes were mapped into each lane in the direction of the road, in the same way we mapped out the linear event points of lanes and measured the linear metric values of lanes. We divided lanes into road segments based on attribute-changing points. According to the conditions of roads in China, the error between the linear event point in the direction of the lane and the linear metric value of the original M should be less than 10 m. In the road direction, the lane-shape function was LaneShapeFunction in Equation (7), which can be expressed by a collection of morphological points, or abstracted as a piecewise curve function, b-spline curve function, clothoid curve function, etc. The function for the road segment is expressed by Equations (8)- (10):
In the above equations, i represents a sequence of lane shape functions perpendicular to the lane direction; j represents a sequence of linear segments in the segment direction; totalLaneShapeFunction represents the sum of lane shapes on the current road segment; totalMNum represents the sum of points at time M on the current road segment; I n is a unit matrix and has no practical meaning; l represents lanes; l i,j represents the i-th parallel lane on the j-th road segment; LS is the abbreviation of the lane-shape function LSFunction; LS i,j represents the i-th lane-shape function LSFunction in the j-th linear segment; x j represents the range of coordinates in the road direction in the (j − 1)-th to j-th linear segments; and X i represents the range of coordinate values of the lane shape function of the i-th parallel lane in the segment direction. Figure 4 and Table 1 show an example of segmenting a lane through linear event points on a road segment. 
• Complete data of all road network layers
To adapt to different application requirements, the road-network data of each layer must be complete. The geometric, topology and attribute data of both the road-segment and lane layers must be included. Equations (3) and (5) show those two layers. The geometric data of lanes must represent lane shapes in detail. The relationship between roads is often represented by a link node, and we use them here to represent the relationships between lanes. The linear event points mentioned in the preceding subsection are link nodes. However, since attribute-changing points are added to describe the relationship between lanes and segments, the relationship between the lanes also needs to be added to the same road segment. This relationship is represented by storing the left-and right-hand lanes in the road direction.
• Attributes of road-network components supporting dynamic storage and update
To improve traffic efficiency, road rules often change with time, such as by adding reversible lanes and changing lane-turning restrictions. To simulate real-time self-driving, we used a Heaviside step function to describe traffic rules over time.
Suppose that the unit step function is defined as:
The definition of the traffic rules in Equation (6) can be represented as a function of the step function:
where t represents time and PassingValue indicates whether passing is allowed or not. If it is equal to one, then passing is allowed. If it is less than one, then passing is not allowed. This value can also be used to indicate whether turning is allowed. p(t) is a unit step function and has no practical meaning, as listed in Equation (11) . T 1 and T 2 indicate the effective time ranges of a rule.
HDRNM Automatic Construction Method
GPS tracks were collected with mobile measuring vehicles and then further analyzed. The mobile measuring vehicle was equipped with positioning equipment, such as GPS and decimeter-or even centimeter-level inertial navigation systems. When collecting data, the vehicle traveled on the centerline of lanes, and it completed tasks according to China's mapping standard [33] . Finally, we digitized the data. Extracting HD road networks from the digitalized lane centerlines consisted of three steps: extraction of road segments, identification of topological relationships between lanes and determination of relationships between road segments and lanes.
Extracting Segment Direction and Sets of Points with the PCA Algorithm
PCA is a commonly-used data analysis method that can describe the distribution features of points [33] . PCA reduces n-dimensional raw data to k-dimensional data, minimizing data loss; that is, it converts data from the original coordinate system to a new coordinate system, identifying a unit vector to maximize the variance of the projected data in that direction. The PCA algorithm calculates feature matrices, which are sample distributions that can represent the majority of features and be used to measure relationships between points. Feature matrices can produce feature vectors, from which corresponding eigenvalues x 1 , x 2 can be obtained. Here, K = MAX{x 1 , x 2 }/{x 1 + x 2 } represents linearity. As discussed earlier, when K > 0.9, the clustered points can fit a straight line [30] . Therefore, we used linearity to determine whether a set of points in a range had a linear relationship.
We first defined a search radius searchR and performed a Gaussian projection for all coordinate points. In the second step, the algorithm started from a point and normalized other points within the search radius. Through PCA, these sets of two-dimensional coordinates were projected onto a one-dimensional plane. The linearity K value was calculated using the eigenvalues. In the third step, we selected all points with K > 0.9, and those intersecting points formed a maximum linear point set. This point set corresponded to the set of all lane-centerline points in each road segment. In the fourth step, we projected this maximum linear point set through PCA to obtain the projection direction of each road segment.
Lane-Network Construction under Multi-Directional Constraints
After extracting road segments, we further extracted and classified coordinate points to find different lane point sets on the road segments. In this process, we extracted lanes under two directional constraints: the PCA main direction and angle threshold σ. The angle threshold σ represents the angle between the main direction projection and the vector line from the current point to the next. As shown in the experimental results, the angle threshold σ ranged between [0 • ,30 • ]. When a road segment was close to a straight line, it was given an empirical value of 15 • . When the entire road was curved, the angle threshold was set at 30 • .
The specific extraction process included the following steps:
1.
From the results of the previous process, we obtained points arranged in the direction of each road segment and their angles in the primary direction.
2.
First, we tracked each road segment in the direction of the first point and then traversed them by giving priority to the main direction. Then, we calculated the angles between the current point and the traversal point. When the angle was in the range of σ, we considered the two points to be on the same lane.
3.
We repeated this loop tracking until all points were traversed.
4.
We calculated the length of all lanes in the road direction and determined the linear metric value of linear event points on the road segment.
Generation of Road Network Based on Relationships between Linear Event Points
We divided road segments into two parts if there were two traffic directions. In China, the number of entrance lanes to a road is usually smaller than or equal to the number of the exit lanes of that road segment. We selected a road segment to be the seed road segment and entered the traffic direction. In the entrance direction, if the total number of lanes was odd, the number of lanes on the left-hand side equaled the number of lanes divided by two, rounding down; the opposite was true in the exit direction. If the number of lanes was even, the lanes were equally divided in the two traffic directions. If one end of a lane was pre-set for a road direction, we separated the lanes, extracted the centerlines [34] from the lanes in the same direction of the road segment and obtained the positions of the centerlines. The algorithm began from the current road segment to the next nearest segment. If the angle was less than 90 • s, it was a left turn lane; otherwise, it was a right turn lane to the current road segment.
Experiments and Results

Data Collection
Our experimental data were collected with a mobile measuring vehicle equipped to collect HD road-network data. The vehicle, refitted by a Chery Tiggo 7 as shown in Figure 5 , used the SPAN-FSAS inertial navigation system developed by NovAtel as the positioning system of the vehicle and a Sick DFS60 encoder. The NovAtel SPAN-FSAS system can provide accurate three-dimensional position, velocity and attitude using global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning and the stability of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) gyro and accelerometer. The positioning accuracy of this system can reach the centimeter level. Specifications of the IMU are shown in Table 2 . The DFS60 is a high-resolution programmable encoder for sophisticated applications. Specifications of the encoder are shown in Table 3 . The data-collection frequency for the experiments was 100 Hz. To minimize disturbances on the road when collecting data, we drove the vehicle at 20 km/h along the lane centerline. To preserve the effectiveness of the algorithm, we digitized the experimental area using the digitization technique of the HD road network and obtained the digitized lane-centerline data. 
HDRNM Generation and Evaluation
HDRNM Generation
To test our extraction algorithm, we collected road data from Shanghai, China. The study area consisted of 68 road segments over 24 km, for a total of 7559 points, as shown in Figure 6 . 
Generation of Linear Event Points under Different Angle Thresholds
Regarding different road areas, 30 • was chosen to be our best search radius. To test how angular thresholds affect the results, 30 • and 25 • were used to compare the results. Figure 8 represents the linear event points of the lanes in a road segment. Table 4 . Table 4 . Correspondence between road segments and lanes based on linear metric measurements.
Segment
Lane Lane Length
Owing to the restrictions of temporary license plates in Shanghai, self-driving vehicles are not allowed on roads from 7:00-10:00 a.m. daily. The permission function for the above lanes is:
Evaluation of HDRNM Accuracy
We next calculated the precision of these results. True-positive indicated correctly-extracted results, and false-positive indicated incorrectly-extracted results with the proposed method, as shown in Equation (14): 
Discussion
According to our experimental results, high precision and better representation of the topological relations between road segments and lanes of the HDRNM were achieved in the road-network data derived from mobile measuring vehicles. In addition, the construction of the HDRNM realized high extraction accuracy employing the method proposed in this study. These findings reveal an important new model and strategy for the expression of an HDRN designed for self-driving vehicles.
Our experimental results show that the extracted theoretical lane network appears to be entirely consistent with the real world. The HDRNM obtained presented higher precision than those reported earlier [15, 21] . Moreover, based on empirical data from two lanes, the minimum search radius searchR should be greater than or equal to 20 m. In the case of six lanes, the minimum search radius should be greater than 25 m. The precision of road-segment extraction was 100%, and that for lane extraction was 97.4% when a search radius of 30 m was selected. Experimental results further indicate that when lanes were straight lines, the extraction was accurate. Most errors occurred when the sampling range of multiple lanes was large and the attributes changed drastically. The error for linear-event-point extraction was mainly caused by errors in the starting point of the lane.
Despite the significant advantages mentioned above, it should be noted that we examined only the case of a simple road-network structure in this study, one in which the number of lanes was less than or equal to six. In other words, we are unable to construct an HDRNM of more than six lanes from these data automatically. Unfortunately, we have not addressed all the problems of the model, such as a road network with dynamically-changing physical connections.
Conclusions
We have proposed an HDRNM for self-driving vehicles in this paper, the key contribution of which is the proposed projection relationship between road segments and lanes. The main conclusion that can be drawn is that our model has not only defined a road-segment layer and a lane layer, but has also defined relationships between lanes and road segments in detail. To represent the topological relations between road segments and lanes better, a PCA algorithm under multi-directional constraints was used to cluster multi-lane centerlines automatically. To establish the projection relationship between lanes and road segments and segment the lanes, linear metric values of road segments based on the linear benchmark were used to map the positions to the road and lane networks. Although the current study was based on a small sample area, the results suggest that the proposed approach enriches the details of the HD road network, satisfying the requirements for self-driving. Moreover, this method can also be applied to assess the results of an HD lane-level road network automatically.
However, the proposed method had high requirements for data accuracy and density; it is difficult to extract data from sparse lane centerlines. To reduce the dependency on the sampling-point data, future studies should be devoted to the development of the buffer search area based on the road direction, replacing the existing circular search area. Moreover, the data collected for this study were more than needed to model the road network; therefore, there is room for simplification of data storage. Consequently, simulating lane curves of segments might be an important future research direction. 
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